Program

Sun, Sept. 3: Arrival of participants, optional tour through the city of Leipzig and first get together
Mo, Sept. 4: Beginning of the conference: words of welcome, papers, Enchoria Evening with drinks on the rooftop of the Panorama Restaurant (sponsored by Harrassowitz)
Tue, Sept. 5: Papers, visit of the Papyrus and Ostraca Collection of Leipzig University Library
Wed, Sept. 6: Papers, excursion with cruise and dinner in the Lake District (Neuseenland)
Thu, Sept. 7: Papers, public AEGYPTIACA lecture, reception with buffet and vernissage of the new exhibition “Bekriegt. Besetzt. Bereichert. Ägypten zwischen Spätzeit und Spätantike” at the Egyptian Museum
Fri, Sept. 8: Papers until noon, farewell

To register, please check [http://www.tinyurl.com/ICDS2017](http://www.tinyurl.com/ICDS2017) or contact the organizer Franziska Naether (icds2017@uni-leipzig.de)
Registration for papers and posters is possible until July 31. Registration to participate is possible until the start of the conference.